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The impact of the 
geometry on positioning 





PDOP = Position Dilution Of Precision
= Impact of satellite geometry 
The geometry of the satellites affects the positioning precision :
High PDOP values degrade the positioning precision
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Signal obstructions = multipath
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Poor geometry: visible satellites 
gathered in a limited space
PDOP evolution 
GPS + Galileo GPS + Galileo BeiDou + Galileo
Forest, city -
Signal obstructions = multipath








































Position 2D: 0.71 m
Position 3D: 1.10 m
Galileo E1:
GPS L1
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Galileo E1
Position 2D: 0.72 m
Position 3D: 1.13 m
Positioning with GPS
GPS L1:







Position 2D: 0.43 m
Position 3D: 0.85 m
Overlapping frequencies
= single-frequency







Position 2D: 0.45 m
Position 3D: 0.73 m
Overlapping frequencies
= single-frequency
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Drawbacks of multi-GNSS 
positioning
Differences
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ISBs removal on a DD SB 5.6 m on 
DOY 32 of 2018 (E1) between u-
blox and Trimble R9 :
- Geodetic antennas
- 30s. data
- Min elevation: 10°
- Multipath filters OFF
- Max PDOP: 6
 Multi-GNSS improves positioning solutions
 Higher number of visible satellites
 Lower PDOP values
 Signals of new GNSSs (BeiDou, Galileo) 
designed to be more robust to multipath
 Position precision improved regardless of 
the receiver brand
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CONCLUSIONS
 Multi-GNSS solution affected by additional biases
 ISBs are receiver-dependent
 Most of these biases reveal constant in time => they can be 
estimated and removed from positioning equation
 Intrinsic changes on receiver modify ISBs
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